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The 1-30 view begins its review of the next step forward in guiding reading: evaluating the decision-making framework guide to support any reader Ian Richardson has been very well directed about reading and making it available for the education career. He offers clear instructions, charts and guides to copy and use. Richardson's book is great for
professional development, classroom use and any educational environment. I definitely learned more from John's book. I highly recommend it. Students with disabilities and dual learners are also included. March 09, 2019 Margaret Rated it was amazing looking at how to study her guidance more effectively? Ian Richardson's latest book supports teacher
planning for every step of reading. There is a chapter dedicated to each stage that clearly describes how it is directed to complete each stage of a study. Each stage of the lesson is supported for each stage of reading by footage of John's training and adaptations for DLL and students with IEPS. He provides the next steps for struggling readers at every
stage. The book ends with 29 modules looking at how to make your guided reading lessons more effective? Ian Richardson's latest book supports teacher planning for every step of reading. There is a chapter dedicated to each stage that clearly describes how it is directed to complete each stage of a study. Each stage of the lesson is supported for each
stage of reading by footage of John's training and adaptations for DLL and students with IEPS. He provides the next steps for struggling readers at every stage. The book ends with 29 modules (lessons) to support the top 12 perceived strategies. I found this updated version much clearer and more descriptive. It should be read to anyone who is teaching
guided reading! ... Most of June 25, 2017 Sunday its rating was amazing should have if you are teaching students to read in the steps before A, advent, early and transitional of reading. When I work with school districts that want to help students at these stages, this text is our anchor. Richardson's approach is theoretically based on what we know about how
to get children's concepts about printing, alphabetic knowledge, vaginological awareness, decoding/decoding and understanding. Her lesson plans are easy to follow and attractive - children want to return this should have if you are teaching students to read in the pre-A, emerging, early and transitional stages of reading. When I work with school districts that
want to help students at these stages, this text is our anchor. Richardson's approach is theoretically based on what we know about how to get children's concepts about printing, alphabetic knowledge, vaginological awareness, decoding/decoding and understanding. Her lesson plans are easy to follow and attractive - children want to return to their guided
reading table again and again. ... More July 05, 2019 Hannah Rated It Was Amazing Recommends It For: Teachers ELA K-8 Recommended to Hannah By: PD Session The book review was written after reading the book, not after the implementation of what was read. If I remember I might update this review in autumn/winter after I had a chance to try/test it.)
This book is a fantastic resource for any ELA primary teacher. There is a short introduction at first that explains what guided reading is and why it is so important, but much of the book dives into the details of the lesson components and the various materials that make up the lesson based on it (note: book reviews were written after reading the book, not after
the implementation of what was read. If I remember I might update this review in autumn/winter after I had a chance to try/test it.) This book is a fantastic resource for any ELA primary teacher. There's a short introduction at first that explains what guided reading is and why it's so important, but the bulk of the book dives into the details of the lesson
components and the different materials that make up the lesson based on the student's reading level. Some information overlapped from season to season, but aside from a little boring it didn't bother me (the former when I first bought this book I had planned on kindergarten training, and was going to focus on the season before A&amp;B and the reader
emerged. In the middle of reading this book I got a call from my manager saying that I was moving to first grade, so I also read the early reader season once I realized that since the principles build on each other, I found a lot of frequent text, but clearly that text that I still felt was relevant because I gave the book 5/5 stars). There is an appendix on the back
that contains copies of lesson plan formats and evaluation guides to use. There are also code to access the website containing videos, so you can see some of these practices performed in real time with real students. The last chapter of the book contains comprehensiable strategies that can be used in the guided reading time lesson section. I am excited to
implement this new research-based strategy as I believe it will really help students in my school grow and succeed. ... More December 22, 2019 Kate Foran points out it doesn't like this book provides a practical structure for guided reading at different reading levels, and a decent understanding of the teaching points to focus on. I'd be giving more stars if the
book just structured lessons + understanding. The book loses all its stars for twisting decoding tutorials. Most word solving strategies encouraged by this book are littered. A lot of meaning, syntax and visual cue strategy training, does it match the image? What will make sense and look right? -- This book provides a practical structure for guided reading at
different reading levels, and a decent understanding of teaching points to focus on. I'd be giving more stars if the book just structured lessons + understanding. The book loses all its stars for twisting decoding tutorials. More Word Solving Encouraged by this book are rubbish. A lot of meaning, syntax and visual cue strategy training, does it match the image?
What will make sense and look right? - We need to know better than that now. Ian Richardson in particular should know better. What's more - pre-plan for teaching letters and sounds is not a systematic phonics - and it's far too little explicit training. Just a bad idea to find phonics training in guided reading and expect it enough for most students. please dont
do this . Get Fundations or read mastery or 95% group lessons and teach it all class every day. Strengthen in small groups. ... Most of this Bible is reading my guidance! I have found that guided reading can be the most influential educational time with students; However, it can be very difficult to navigate precious minutes at the kidney table. Comes on Ian
Richardson! I can't say enough good things about your approach to guiding reading. I love her lesson plan templates, and I will use them forever!! If you don't look at this source, and you're searching for how to better use the precious minutes the two of these Bibles read my guidance! I have found that guided reading can be the most influential educational
time with students; However, it can be very difficult to navigate precious minutes at the kidney table. Comes on Ian Richardson! I can't say enough good things about your approach to guiding reading. I love her lesson plan templates, and I will use them forever!! If you don't look at this resource, and you're searching for how to better use precious minutes
during guided reading, look more! ... Most of January 12, 2019 June Crees rated it was amazing this book is amazing! I have searched the web and are still fighting to organize my guided reading groups and know specific tutorials for each level. This book has provided me with many complete resources and examples. I now feel confident to train guided
reading groups. Highly recommended! Even if you have solid reading groups, this book may give you additional ideas. October 15, 2017 Amber K. Rated it was amazing love, love, love this book! I borrowed a copy and I definitely have to own it if my area didn't buy us a prescription, I'd buy it myself. Everything in this book is very logical and practical. No
stupid psyche strategy that is not valid. This book should have K-8 reading for all classrooms! Jun 24, 2018 Kassandra rated it really liked it were some interesting suggestions to help out pre-readers and emergent readers that I am looking forward to implementing in my classroom. However I felt that by going the book to many strategies it was repetitive. May
11, 2019 Nicole rated it was amazing it was a great resource to use in order to plan lesson plans for guided reading. There are many activities in each curriculum that are associated with a range of reading levels. It's easy to follow. Easy to read. March 25, 2017 Marlon Rated It Was Amazing · Check another guided reading version: What? how to? why? The
book doesn't do a great job of breaking what you have to do and guiding in reading. Helps you structure and integrate word work and write into the guided reading process. March 03, 2020 Meg Points make it really a great resource for anyone trying to really understand how reading is taught from the ground! precise , specific , and operating . September 08,
2019 Shannyn Shuklian rated it really liked the book completely changed the way that I run my guided reading groups. I recommend this book to all teachers. I think it's perfect for new teachers so they start a place and know what to do, they don't have to guess. I also recommend these teachers are veterans, because maybe you don't see the growth that
you'd see in your students. Following this framework, my students have been moving and speeding... Your mind is common for many of the students we come in this book to completely change the way that I run my guided reading groups. I recommend this book to all teachers. I think it's perfect for new teachers so they start a place and know what to do,
they don't have to guess. I also recommend these teachers are veterans, because maybe you don't see the growth that you'd see in your students. Following this framework, my students have been moving and speeding... Your mind is common for many of our students to come under the level of degrees in reading. Now my students are not stagnant, they
are progressing and I definitely feel more confident in teaching me. For those who doubt it, I think you should just try it and see what you noticed. I have been constantly looking for lesson plans and have seen huge growth. It's a lot of work, but now that I know the outline and what my students need, I feel more confident in creating lessons and taking them
until they're ready or until they're :)... more Sep 23, 2018 K Bayko rated it really liked it · Check out the other version if you're new to guided reading education, if you're in college looking for an early childhood degree, or if your school doesn't offer guided reading resources, this book is for you. It clearly defines expectations for guided reading, how to begin,
and how to implement with each group at each level. It includes resources and resources worth checking out as well! Jul 25, 2018 Jasmine rated it was amazing one of the best PD books I've ever read. I wear this one so many great tools and resources include. I've been tab timetables and highlighted through everything. Megan Baker Rated It Was Amazing
February 24, 2017 Lisa Brown Rated It Was Amazing August 03, 2019 Christie's Rating It Really Liked It October 20, 2018 Carly Rating It's Amazing November 26, 2019 Sarah Rating It Was Amazing June 19, 2017 2017
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